
Classes are bustling once again at

PAVE Centre, with Restaurant

Server and Security Guard courses

in full swing. Students are

demonstrating unwavering

dedication to their studies, and

we're thrilled to have such a

motivated group with us.

Excitement is building as we

eagerly anticipate the launch of our

Art Program, which is set to

commence soon. Scott McKinley,

the art program creator, is

currently in Jamaica, and laying the

groundwork for this incredible

opportunity that will  available to

PAVE students. We can't wait to see

the creativity and talent that will

emerge from this exciting addition

to our curriculum!
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Employee Spotlight

Student of the MonthMeet Sheriann Natty honored as the Student of the
Month at PAVE, where she is currently studying to

become a Kitchen Cook. She finds the field both
fascinating and engaging as it allows her to

continuously learn about food and catering while
ensuring guest satisfaction. Upon completing her

studies, Sheriann aims to secure employment in the
kitchen cook industry where she can showcase her

skills and eventually establish her own business.
She hopes to inspire others to pursue their goals by

showcasing the opportunities available at PAVE.
Sheriann attributes her selection as Student of the

Month to her positive personality, respectful
attitude towards her peers and teachers, and her

eagerness to progress. Despite being currently
unemployed, she is prepared to tackle any task

assigned to her with enthusiasm and dedication.

Meet Donae Anderson, serving as the
Administrative Assistant for PAVE Centre Jamaica

the past six months. In her role, Donae plays a
crucial part in ensuring the smooth operation of

various aspects including staff management,
student support, and building maintenance.  Donae
prioritizes keeping God at the center of her actions.
She admires Ms. Nasha Johnson, the hardworking

Director of Operations, for her unwavering
dedication to PAVE. Motivated by her son, Azeem

Duncan, Donae sees her position at PAVE as an
opportunity for personal growth and advancement
for her family.  Looking ahead, she envisions herself
as a successful businesswoman, aspiring to own two
pharmacies. Donae's advice to others embarking on

their career journey echoes her own approach:
strive tirelessly for your goals exerting your utmost

effort, and always remember to walk with faith.


